Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

New collections

- Provider: Adam Matthew Digital (amdigital)
  Nineteenth Century Literary Society: The John Murray Publishing Archive
  Poverty, Philanthropy and Social Conditions in Victorian Britain
  Research Source: Business, Economic and Labour History

- Provider: American Mathematical Society (AMS)
  AMS CBMS Regional Conference Series in Mathematics 2020 (Vol 134-135)
  AMS Colloquium Publications 2020 (Vol 66)
  AMS Courant Lecture Notes 2020 (Vol 30)
  AMS Graduate Studies in Mathematics 2020 (Vol 205-210)
  AMS History of Mathematics 2020 (Vol 44)
  AMS IAS/Park City Mathematics Inst Series 2020 (Vol 27)
  AMS MAA Press: Aneli Lax New Mathematical Library Archive
  AMS MAA Press: Classroom Resource Materials Archive
  AMS MAA Press: Dolciani Mathematical Expositions 2019-2020
  AMS MAA Press: Dolciani Mathematical Expositions Archive
  AMS MAA Press: Problem Books Archive
  AMS MAA Press: Spectrum 2019-2020
  AMS MAA Press: Spectrum Archive
  AMS MAA Press: Textbooks Archive
  AMS MAA Press: The Carus Mathematical Monographs Archive
  AMS Mathematical Surveys and Monographs 2020 (Vol 246-251)
  AMS Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society 2021
AMS Miscellaneous Books 2020 (Vol 129-136)
AMS Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathematics 2020 (Vol 76-77)
AMS Student Mathematical Library 2020 (Vol 92-93)
AMS University Lecture Series 2020 (Vol 74-75)

• Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)

Bloomsbury Architecture 2020
Bloomsbury Architecture Archive 2002-2019
Bloomsbury Architecture 2021
Bloomsbury C.H. Beck ∙ Hart ∙ Nomos 2020
Bloomsbury Classical Studies and Archaeology 2021
Bloomsbury Classical Studies and Archaeology Supplement
Bloomsbury Education 2021
Bloomsbury Fashion 2021
Bloomsbury Film and Media Studies 2021
Bloomsbury Hart Publishing 2021
Bloomsbury History 2021
Bloomsbury Linguistics 2021
Bloomsbury Literary Studies 2021
Bloomsbury Middle East 2021
Bloomsbury Music and Sound Studies 2021
Bloomsbury Philosophy 2021
Bloomsbury Professional UK Tax 2020
Bloomsbury Religious Studies 2021
Bloomsbury Theology 2021

• Provider: CEEOL (ceol)

*** CEEOL Open Access eBooks
CEEOL Paywall eBooks

• Provider: EBSCOhost (EBSCOhost)

Flipster

• Provider: Edward Elgar Publishing (elgar)

Elgar Geography, Planning & Tourism 2021
Elgar Political Science & Public Policy 2021

• Provider: Elsevier (elsevier)

Elsevier Masson Premium

• Provider: Exact Editions (exact)

Exact Editions Carcanet Schools Edition
Numérique Premium Histoire de l'art
Numérique Premium Histoire des religions
Numérique Premium Histoire et théories des sciences
Numérique Premium Histoire générale (bibliothèques publiques)
Numérique Premium Histoire générale, XIXe-XXe siècle (bibliothèques publiques)
Numérique Premium Histoire médiévale
Numérique Premium Histoire moderne
Numérique Premium Oeuvres complètes et études zoliennes
Numérique Premium Première Guerre mondiale
Numérique Premium Psychanalyse
Numérique Premium Psychologie
Numérique Premium Renseignement et Sécurité
Numérique Premium Révolution française - Premier Empire (Licence nationale)
Numérique Premium Sciences de l'éducation
Numérique Premium Sciences des religions
Numérique Premium Seconde Guerre mondiale - Études
Numérique Premium Seconde Guerre mondiale - Sources et témoignages
Numérique Premium Sociologie et histoire des médias
Numérique Premium Usuels et généralités en histoire (de l'Antiquité à nos jours)
Numérique Premium Usuels XIXe - XXe siècle
Numérique Premium Vie politique française (XXe - XXIe siècle)

• Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)

Oxford Handbooks Online 2021 Annual Collection
Oxford Journals Archive Collection 2021
Oxford Journals Medicine Archive 2021
Oxford Journals Science Archive 2021
Oxford Scholarship Online: 2021 Publications
Oxford Scholarship Online Archaeology Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Chemistry Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Clinical Medicine and Allied Health Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Computer Science Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Earth Sciences Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Education Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Environmental Science Collection
Oxford Scholarship Online Original Collection
University Press Scholarship Online: 2021 Publications

• Provider: Project Muse (Muse)

Project Muse CEU Press History Package

• Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)
Springer LYRASIS 2021 Journals
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks (pre-1990)
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks (pre-2005)
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2000-2004
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2005
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2006
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2007
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2008
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2009
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2010
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2011
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2012
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2013
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2014
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2015
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2016
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2017
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2018
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2019
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2020
Springer Nature Access and Select English/International eBooks 2021
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks (pre-1990)
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks (pre-2005)
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 1990-1999
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2000-2004
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2005
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2006
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2007
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2008
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2009
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2010
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2011
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2012
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2013
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2014
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2015
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2016
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2017
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2018
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2019
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2020
Springer Nature Access and Select German Language eBooks 2021
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2000-2004 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2005 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2006 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2007 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2008 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2009 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2010 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2011 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2012 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2017 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2018 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2019 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2020 English/International
Springer Nature Economics and Finance (R0) eBooks 2021 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks (pre-1990) English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks (pre-2005) English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 1990-1999 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2000-2004 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2005 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2006 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2007 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2008 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2009 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2010 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2011 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2012 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Education (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
Springer Nature Energy (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Energy (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Energy (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Energy (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
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Springer Nature History (R0) eBooks 2018 English/International
Springer Nature History (R0) eBooks 2019 English/International
Springer Nature History (R0) eBooks 2020 English/International
Springer Nature History (R0) eBooks 2021 English/International
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection (pre-1990)
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection (pre-2005)
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 1990-1999
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2000-2004
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2005
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2006
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2007
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2008
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2009
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2010
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2011
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2012
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2013
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2014
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2015
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2016
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2017
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2018
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2019
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2020
Springer Nature HSS (R0) eBook Collection 2021
Springer Nature Intelligent Technologies and Robotics (R0) eBooks 2019 English/International
Springer Nature Intelligent Technologies and Robotics (R0) eBooks 2020 English/International
Springer Nature Intelligent Technologies and Robotics (R0) eBooks 2021 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks (pre-1990) English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks (pre-2005) English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 1990-1999 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2000-2004 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2005 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2006 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2007 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2008 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2009 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2010 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2011 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2012 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2017 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2018 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2019 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2020 English/International
Springer Nature Law and Criminology (R0) eBooks 2021 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks (pre-1990) English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks (pre-2005) English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 1990-1999 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2000-2004 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2005 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2006 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2007 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2008 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2009 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2010 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2011 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2012 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2017 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2018 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2019 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2020 English/International
Springer Nature Literature, Cultural and Media Studies (R0) eBooks 2021 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks (pre-1990) English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks (pre-2005) English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 1990-1999 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2000-2004 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2005 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2006 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2007 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2008 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2009 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2010 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2011 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2012 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2013 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2014 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2015 English/International
Springer Nature Mathematics and Statistics (R0) eBooks 2016 English/International
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New cooperatively contributed collections

- Ars Aequi ebooks (global.60691.340) – contributed by Erasmus University
- Box of Broadcasts (global.65554.33) – contributed Manchester Metropolitan Library
- *** DTL OA Archaeopress Ebooks 2020 update (global.215387.499) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA United Nation OA Ebooks on Disarmament (global.197115.107) – contributed by Open Digital Theological Library

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist; not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection. Discontinued collections have a lifespan of about six months+ before they are deleted. Plan to deselect discontinued collections before OCLC removes them from the knowledge base so you have a chance to select alternative collections. Find more information on the Discontinued knowledge base collections page.

Discontinued Collection: Henry Stewart Publications (Openly) (openly.jsCate.henrystewart)
Provider: Henry Stewart Publications
Select this collection instead: Henry Stewart Publications (hstalks.journals)
Provider: Henry Stewart Talks

- Provider: Informit (informit)
Discontinued Collection: Informit eLibrary (informit.eLibrary)
Discontinued Collection: Informit eLibrary journals (informit.ejournals)
*please select the Informit collections which correspond to your subscription

Discontinued Collection: Schattauer (openly.jsCate.schatt)
Provider: Schattauer

- Provider: KORTEXT (kortext)
Discontinued Collection: Kortext 20/21 (kortext.sep2020)
Select this collection instead: Kortext All Titles (kortext.alltitles)

Discontinued Collection: Kortext Nursing and Education (kortext.nursinged)
Select this collection instead: Kortext All Titles (kortext.alltitles)

Discontinued Collection: Thieme MedOne Education (global.60691.204)
Select this collection instead: Thieme MedOne Education (thieme.education)
Provider: Thieme (thieme)

Statistics

Totals:
730 providers
18,457 collections
54,373,797 records